
Abstract   

 Epigenetics investigates heritable phenotype changes that are not caused  

by alternations in DNA sequence. Major epigenetic mechanisms include covalent DNA 

modifications (particularly methylation), histone and chromatin modifications and RNA 

interference. These mechanisms are involved in number of processes from transcription  

to translation. 

Lens epithelium-derived growth factor (LEDGF/p75) is ubiquitously expressed in  

human body and it is considered to be a transcriptional coactivator upregulated upon  stress 

conditions. LEDGF/p75 consists of several domains. The N-terminal PWWP domain plays very 

important role from epigenetic point of view as it is able to bind di- and trimethylated lysine 36 

of histone 3, which is considered as an epigenetic marker of transcriptionally active chromatin. 

LEDGF/p75 interaction partners include e.g. HIV integrase, MLL1-MENIN complex or 

MeCP2. A shorter isoform of LEDGF/p75 called LEDGF/p52 shares with LEDGF/p75 its N-

terminal part that is responsible for interaction with DNA and chromatin. 

Methyl-CpG-binding protein 2 (MeCP2) is present everywhere in human body with the 

highest abundance in brain. MeCP2 is a transcriptional modulator remodelling chromatin, 

therefore its function is to activate or repress gene depending on the molecular and cellular 

context. Among other things, MeCP2 is involved in the regulation of RNA splicing thus affects 

the splicing of glutamate receptor genes that mediate the vast majority of excitatory synaptic 

transmissions in the brain. Mutations in MeCP2 interfere with the interaction with LEDGF in 

the brain and result in a serious neurodevelopmental disease called Rett syndrome, which 

affects approximately 1 per 10 000 women. LEDGF might thus play an important role in the 

pathogenesis of The Rett syndrome. 

In this thesis, there were heterologously expressed and purified selected length variants 

of LEDGF and MeCP2 which were. further used to verify interactions between both proteins. 

Size exclusion chromatography was initially employed to monitor complex formation, 

however, only NMR spectroscopy proved the  binding of LEDGF and MeCP2. 

Revealing details of the LEDGF and MeCP2 interaction could contribute to understand 

mechanisms of Rett syndrome, and thus could offer basic for drug design and development to 

eventually overcome this disease. 
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